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In this paper we give a geometric proof that certain nth-order systems of 
ordinary differential equations exhibiting “negative feedback” have a periodic 
solution. Systems of the kind to be discussed arise in various biological situations, 
as outlined below. The existence proof illustrates how a method used a number 
of times before in connection with third-order systems can be extended to higher 
dimensions. 
Negative feedback has been suggested as the essential control mechanism in 
several biological contexts: 
1. In their famous article on genetic regulatory mechanisms in bacteria, 
Jacob and Monod [I] suggested that essential metabolites might repress the 
enzymes necessary for their own synthesis by inhibiting the transcription of 
DNA to messenger RNA, the template on which enzymatic proteins are manu- 
factured. The logical relationships are illustrated in Fig. I. 
A simple differential equation model was first proposed by Goodwin [2] 
dM/dt = V/(K + P”) - CiM, 
dEldt -7 aM - /3E, 
dP/dt =m DE ~- yP, 
Substrate 
D N A  + m  R N A  -> Enzyme 
If 
I 
I 
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Flc:. I. Gene control system. 
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yherc M, E, P are the number of messenger RXA, enzyme, and product 
molecules, respectively. Since DNA is neither created not destroyed in this 
process, there is no rate expression for this component. We assume a replenished 
pool of substrate, so that cls/dt : 0. The expressions for production and dcgra- 
dation of RNA, enzyme, and product arc the simplest possible candidates: 
first-order kinetics esccpt for the inhibition, which is accomplished by p molecules 
of product combining reversibly with inactive repressor to form active repressor 
which blocks transcription of DNA to RNA. 
Introducing dimensionless variables s, m M, .r2 ,- E, x3 ,- P, 7 w t [3], 
the model can bc written more elegantly as (’ denotes differentiation with 
respect to T) 
Xl ’ = [l/(1 i- X3”)] - !yl, 
X2 ’ = .Y1 - a*“* , KG) 
s3’ :- x* - (Y+J . 
There may well be more intermediates between M and P, in which case 
Xl’ 
= [l/(1 + s,“)] - alxl ( 
’ (GJ 
.7j z Kj-1 - Cr~v7j , 2<j<n. 
One could be more sophisticated, replacing the first-order terms by Michaelis- 
Menten kinetics and including the effects of sequential binding of product to 
repressor, in which case (G,) becomes 
1 +- &x, + L&2 1 ... t 1+,X-’ x’ =- @r71 1 -- 1 -I- Ll.V, + L*x,2 1. ... + Lox,* A + Xl ’ 
(Gl’) 
Xj’ = xi-1 rnJ.71 
y2-1 t. Xj-* - p) L Xj ’ 
2<jc<n. 
2. Inhibition riced not be at the level of DNA transcription but may 
manifest itself directly at the enzyme level [4] (see Fig. 2). Such schemes were 
first proposed by YIoralcs and McKay [5] and studied extcnsivcly by others 
[6, 71. The differential equations arc similar to (G,‘) but, since the product of 
reaction j is the substrate of reactionj $ 1, it is most convenient to write 
x, ’ = [l/(1 + x,“)] - [W*‘(B, t x,)], 
Xj' = [rj-lJcj:I(flj-l -t- Xj)] - [m.Jj/(Bj + xj)]9 2<j<n. 
(W 
3. Weiss and Kavanau [8] suggested several feedback inhibition models 
for the control of tissue growth (Fig. 3). In one incarnation 
dGjdt = (log 2)( I - bl”‘)G -- k,C, 1 - bl’” > 0 , 9 
dD:‘dt = k,G - k,l>, ( I<,) 
dI:‘dt = k,D - k,l, 
41 
c 
G----, D + (death) 
? 1 
inhibition L -------I 
Frr.. 3. ‘Tissue grouth regulation (G - generative tissue, D - differentiated tissue 
I - mitotic inhibitor). 
whcrc G is the mass of the generative (stem cell) population, D is the mass of 
nondividing differentiated tissue, and I is the concentration of a chemical which 
inhibits stem cell mitosis. !Uany models similar to this appear in the literature 
of blood cell dynamics [9]. Kane are favored because of their characteristic 
tendency to exhibit sustained oscillations rather than the highly damped 
behavior commonly observed. 
Recently Nazarenko and Sel’kov [lo] 1 lavc investigated a model combining 
(G,J and (IV,): 
dG;dt = [rG/(K -I- I”)] - k,G, 
dD,/dt = k,G - k,D, , 
dD,,fdt = kj-,D,_, - k,D, , 3<j<n-1, 
dI/dt =. KD,-, - k,I, 
where the differentiated tissue undergoes several transformations before 
synthesizing inhibitor. 
To cover all the models discussed under I, 2, and 3, we consider systems of 
the form 
X 1’ L h(xn 9 X1)> 
Xj’ = jj(.rj-) ) xj)p 2 :< j 5: n, 
(1) 
or, in vector form 
x’ f‘(s) 
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where .r, f(x) E R”, Jo C.‘” on the set P: x, > 0. (Notation: The subscripts ;, j, 
k run from 1 to n unless the context or a specific qualification indicates otherwise. 
Also, closed subsets of R” will usually be denoted by barred capital letters P, Q, 
etc., with their interiors written without the bar, i.e., P, Q, etc. Matrices will also 
be denoted by capital letters.) 
The following inequalities are assumed to hold in P: 
both for 2 < i < n; and 
qJax, < 0. (3) 
It is further requited that 
fi(O, 0) 3 0, (4a) 
f,(.% 9 0) > 0 for all x, > 0. (4b) 
(5) The system (1) has a unique steady state xX r: (x1*,..., x,,*) in I’, 
withf,(s, , x1) < 0 if .vn >. sflX and x1 > .vIr, whilef,(x, , it) > 0 if x,~ < x,* 
and x1 < xrX. Also, 
iifi/?kr is bounded above in P. (6) 
Only example (W) fails to satisfy these conditions, the problem in that case 
being with (4b). However, our proof can be extended to allow fr(.r, , 0) = 0, 
at the expense of further technical details. 
THEOREM 1. Let E --_ f*(x*), th e J ace b ian matrix off at x”. Suppose that E 
has no repeated ezienvalues. IjE has any eigmvalues with positive realparts, then (1) 
has a nonconstant periodic solution in P. 
Proof. It is convenient to shift the steady state to the origin by the translation 
y .= x - x*, giving the new system 
Y’ = g(y), (7) 
where g(y) :- f(y L- x”). Throughout the proof let yi.r = y,, if i = 1. Then 
g,(Q 0) = 0, c?gJQ,-, > 0 for 2 < i < n, and 2g1py, < 0 
in Q: y, > -xi*, (8) 
+,py, < 0 in Q if 2 < i < n, (9) 
g((--sj+-, , - xi*) > 0, &dY” ) -cc,“) > 0 for all yn > --.r,“, (10) 
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while 
g,bn 9%) -=I 0 if Jr > 0 and yn :- 0 
tY,(Yn *3:1) > 0 if yr < 0 and yn < 0, 
+r/@r is bounded above in Q. 
(11) 
(14 
‘I’he proof relies on the Rrouwer fixed point theorem. \Ve construct an (n - 1) 
ccl1 G C Q which is mapped continuously into itself by the flow induced by (7), 
with 0 $ G. ‘I’he construction is lengthy, but if n :-. 3 and certain further assump- 
tions are made onf, the procedure is relatively straightforward. It is described 
in [I I] for the system (C,), and essentially the same method appears in [12] in 
connection with a different third-order system. The reader can consult these 
refcrcnces for a simplified version of the method used here. Earlier applications 
of the same basic technique to other third-order systems arc described or cited 
in Pliss’ monograph [ 131. (Th c method was first called to our attention by- R. 
Smith.) 
It should be remarked that the periodic solutions of interest can also be 
obtained by Hopf bifurcation theory. Such an approach yields only local results; 
however, it has the advantage that it is possible to study the stability of the 
bifurcating periodic solutions, for example, by using the techniques in [14]. 
Our work in this direction has been somewhat fragmentary but the calculations 
wc have done on particular cases have indicated that the periodic solutions, 
when thev lirst bifurcate, are stable. In higher dimensions it is possible to have 
repeated bifurcations, as several pairs of eigenvalucs of the linearized problem 
move across the imaginary axis. This leads to interesting possibilities for the 
resulting flows, which we have not investigated. 
The rcfcrce points out that a result related to the one in this paper is given 
in [ 151. The terminology in that paper is very different from ours, and the two 
thcorcms are not easily compared. However it is clear that ours is much 
stronger for the class of equations discussed here. 
Our proof divides naturally into three sections: 
I. C‘onstruction of an appropriate positively invariant subset X of p 
with the property that solutions starting in X either oscillate or tend to 0 as 
t -> m. This is an easy extension of the procedure in [I l] or [12]. 
II. Proof that (a) solutions do not tend to 0 in X, (h) the stable manifold .Y 
of (7) at 0 is not tangent to X at 0, and (c) there is a small solid cylinder C, such 
that if I y(O), is sufficiently small and ~(0) E ZC’, n X, then y(t) $ C, for t > 0. 
III. Proof that an appropriate cross section e of the region X - C, is an 
(n - 1) cell and is mapped continuously into itself by the flow (7). 
Steps II and III are trivial when n 3, but involve several complications 
when n I:> 3. If Q:,/~>J?>,, < 0 in Q, then X can be chosen so that .X - C, is a 
solid torus, but in general X - C, is unbounded in some directions. 
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I. CONSTRUCTION OF X 
From (9) each of the equations 0 = gi(yi-r , yJ, 2 < i < n can bc solved 
for yi as a function of yiel in a neighborhood of 0: gi(3’i- t , vi(yi-t)) = 0, and 
by (8) and (9), yi’(yi-1) > 0. From (10) it follows that each ?li can be extended 
to -XT-, <yyi-r < 0, and -N,* < Q(--x:-~) < 0. 
Define numbers yi by y1 1 -x1*, ri = ~JY~-~), 2 < i < n. Then -sil < 
yi < 0. Also, if -x:-r < yi-r < 0 and 2 < i < n, thengi(yi-t , yJ :< 0 exactly 
when y L Z ~,(y..t). Further, g,(r, , rr) > 0. 
LEMMA 1. The set s: yi 2 ri is positively incariantfur solutions of (7). 
Proof. For each S > 0 consider the system 
XI’ = h(X-1 > Xi) -I- 6~ (])a 
and suppose that x(O) E S. If x,(t) : rj and xj-l(t) 3 rj-r for some t 2 0 andj, 
then xj’(t) > 0 because g,(yj-r , yj) > 0 if JJ~-~ > ‘j-1 . Hence s is positively 
invariant for ( l)6 for each 6 > 0, which implies the result. 
Divide ,!? into 2” subsets & ,..., &-t as follows. Ifj is an integer in [0,2” -- I] 
with binary expansion al(j) ... a,,(j), then let 
(Of course, the ai are all 0 or I.) For example, if n - 5 and j r- 13 = 01101, 
then sj is defined by the inequalities yi < yi < 0, i 7 1, 4; yi > 0, i = 2, 3, 5. 
As usual, Sj denotes the interior of s, . 
l’he next four lemmas are directed toward finding a further invariant subset 
of s, containing some, but not all of the Sj and not intersecting the stable 
manifold except at 0. The following result is stated in greater generality than 
may appear necessary at this point, because later it is applied to the non- 
autonomous system satisfied by the derivative y’ of a solution of (7). Consider 
a system 
5i’ y 7 A,(&-1 , ii 9 t), 5” = 5, 9 (13) 
where 45, 1) -= (h,(L , Cl , t), ML , 4i, t),..., h,(L-, , 5, , t)) is C”-* on 6 x 
(to - 6, t, + a), L” b tin a g d omain in R” containing 0, and 6 > 0. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that h(0, t) = 0, Bh,/atn < 0, and jar 2 < i < n, 
Ehi/&, > 0. Also assume that ah,/S<,,(O, 0, t) < 0 and 6hi/6ci-,(O, 0, t) > 0 
for 2 < i < n. Let [ be a solution of(l3) with ((to) f. 0 but <,(t,,) = 0 for some j. 
Ijj > 1, then c,(t) tjml(t) > 0 just after t, (i.e., on some interaal (to, t, + c)) and 
i,(t) (j-l(t) < 0 just before 1,. If j = 1, then the inequalities are recerscd, and 
<,[,, > 0 just before t, while &[,, < 0 just ajtcr t, . 
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Prooj. Suppose thatj > 1, [,(tJ = 0, &‘(t,,) > 0. Since [,‘(t,) = hX[j-l(Q 
0, to), OUT hypotheses imply that [j-l(to) > 0. Hence [j-l(t) > 0 in a neigh- 
borhood of t, , while c,(t) > 0 just after t, and t,(t) < 0 just before t, , as 
desired. 
If cj’(to) = 0, then cj-l(to) 7 0. Let $“‘(t,,) bc the first nonzero derivative 
of tj at t, . (Our hypotheses imply that p exists and p < n.) By repeated differen- 
tiation of (13), and use of the fact that [:“‘(to) 0, 0 < y < p, it is seen that 
t:y is the first nonzero derivative of <j-l at t, , and .$“‘(to) = (?VZ,/~“[~-~) 
(0, 0, to) {ifl;“(r,). Hence <jf;“(t,,) [i”‘(t,,) > 0, because (i&Z&,)(0, 0, t,) > 0. 
This implies the result when j > 1, and a similar computation handles the case 
j- 1. 
LEMMA 3. Ij y(tn) E X?, the boundary of s’, then y(t) E S just after t, and 
y(t) $ J? just before t, . (Hence, using Lemma 1, 3 is mapped into its interior by 
the flow.) 
P~ooj. Suppose that yl(to) L rl . ‘l’hcn by (lo), yl’(tu) > 0, and so y1 > y1 
just after t, and y1 < rl, just before t, . If yj(tU) .-- rj and y, l(to) C: T~...~ for some 
j > 1, thenyj’(t,) > 0 and a similar conclusion follows. 
Suppose, on the other hand, thatyJt,) :- rj ,~~-~(t,) :- yjml . Theny,‘(t,) - 0. 
Let yiP’(t,,) be the first nonzcro derivative of yj at 1, . By differentiating (I), we 
find that p <j and yi(to) -. ri, j - p -I- 1 < i < j. Also, yj-+l(f,,) > 0. 
Finally, y:““‘(t,J is the first nonzero derivative of yjel at to , and both yi’)‘(t,) 
and vi”;‘)(t,) > 0. ‘5 . incc either p or p .-. 1 is odd, it follows that either yj < rj 
or yjTel < yj -1 just before t, . On the other hand, yi > I’, for j -- p -I- 1 < i < j 
just after t,, . This implies the result. 
Sow use binary subscripts on the A‘?j’s to define a certain subset v of s: 
F ..- S”@..” u s,,..., u sI1o...o u ... u sIl*...l u s,,,..., u ... u S,“...“, . 
That is, v comprises those y E s such that in the sequence y1 ,..., yn there is at 
most one (strict) sign change. 
Further, let W be the smallest set containing all rays through c’. That is, 
5 E W if and only if ~5 E fr for some cx > 0. 
LEMMA 4. L’nder the hypotheses of Lemma 2 suppose lhat [(r,,) E i)W, the 
bounaky of W, and <(to) ~1: 0. Then t(t) E Wjust after t, . 
Proof. WC must have [,(z”) = 0 for at least one j. The sequence 5,(&J,..., 5,(&J 
can have at most one sign change, and Lemma 3 implies that all coordinates of 5 
are nonzero just after t, . We can consider the case where c,(t) > 0 just after 
to. If each &(tO) > 0, then by Lemma 2, each ci > 0 just after t, and 5 E W. 
Otherwise, let ?&,(t,,) he the first negative component of [(i,), so that Mt,,) > 0 
if i < m and &(tJ < 0 if i > m. Again according to Lemma 2, &[,+, > 0 just 
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after t, except for i = 1 and i = m. (Since [,-i(to) > 0, [,,&-i < 0 just after 
t, .) Hence 5, ,..., 5,n-1 are positive, 5, ,..., 5, are negative, and 5 E W just after 
t 0’ 
COROLLARY. Ify is a soZution of(7) andy(t,) E aP, then y(t) E Vjust ufter t, . 
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3 and 4, since g = IV n s. 
We now give more precise information about solutions of (7) which enter I/. 
Observe from Lemma 3 and the above corollary that ify(t,) E v then y is in the 
interior of some Sj C Y just after t, , because every component ofy(t) is nonzero. 
LEMMA 5. IVO solution can become unbounded in finite time while remaining 
in a fixed S, . That is, tfy(t) E Sj on an interval 0 < t < t, , then the solution y 
can be extended to [0, to]. 
Proof. The components of y are all bounded below by the yl , 1 < 1 < n. 
Conditions (8) and (12) show that g,(y, , y,) < gl(rn , yi) < g,(r,, , 0) -I- w 1 yi 1 
for some w > 0, which implies that yi is bounded above on any bounded 
interval. If y cannot be extended to [0, to], let y1 be the first unbounded com- 
ponent of y, and let y = voct<t,Y/-dt). F ram G3), yl’ d gl(v, rl) < g&, rl>, 
which shows that y1 is bounded as well, giving the desired contradiction. 
LEM.MA 6. Suppose that y(t,) E S, , where j =- xi-, 211.-i for some k with 
1 < k < n - 1. Then either y(t) E Sj for all t > to, OY y(t) E Sj on a bounded 
intercal [to , tJ, yt(tJ -+ 0 except for i .= k + I. In the fatter case, y(t) E S,, 
just after t, , where j’ = j $ 2”-Ir--l. (Observe that in binary j = a, ... a,, where 
ai=l, 1 <i,<k, ai==O, k<i<n, while j’=b,..*b,,, bi=ai for 
if-k{- l,b,+, = 1.) 
Aho, if YQ”) E so > then either y E So on [to , co) or y enters the region A’,,-, 
across a point y such that ji < 0, 2 < i .< n, j, = 0. 
Finally, ify(t”) E Sj where j = z:_., 2i, 0 < k < n -- 1, then either y E Sj for 
t > to or y enters s,- , j” 7 j - 2’, across a point 9 such that yi # 0, i # k, 
j$ = 0. 
COROLLARY 1. The set V is positively incariant for (7). 
COROLLARY 2. If y(0) E v, then y(t) E V for t > 0, and either y repeated& 
passes through the Sj C V in the order in which they were listed in the definition of v, 
or-v(t) eventually remains in some$xed S, for all large t. 
Proof. Consider the first assertion of the Lemma, where i - &, 2”-i. 
Suppose y(t) E S, on [to , tI), and ym(tJ = 0 for at least one m. On [to , tJ, 
yi ,..., yk are positive andy,-, ,..., yn are negative. Thus on this intervalyry, < 0, 
and yiyi-i > 0 if 2 < i < k or k f 2 < i < n. By Lemma 3 we must have 
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m = k -:- 1 and yi(tl) + 0 for i f k + 1. Also by Lemma 3, y,y, < 0 and 
J’iY;- 1 > 0 just after t, , except for i = h -+ 1. Thus y(t) E Sj, just after t, as 
desired. The other assertions of the Lemma follow similarly. 
Corollary 1 is immediate, for if y E S, yI + 0 except possibly for i == m, 
yr ,..., y,n-l are of the same sign, and ynl-r ,..., yn are of the opposite sign, then 
y E V irrespective of ytn . 
Corollary 2 is a direct application of the Lemma. 
The next three lemmas deal with solutions which remain in a fixed S, for all 
large t. 
LEMMA 7. If,fo~ some j, y(t) E S, C T;;for all t 2 t, , then y(t) -+ 0 us f + SC. 
Proof. Consider first the situation where a,(j) .= a,(j) - 0. Then yr -< 0, 
yn < 0, and yr’ -- gr(y, , yr) > 0. Suppose that yr(t) -+ j, < 0, and y,,(f) + 0. 
If lim sup tyzyYn(t> -- Tn < 0, then eventually yi’(1) > g,( yn;2, yr(t)) -* 
g,( JJ2, j$) > 0, a contradiction. Hence lim inf,,, y,(t) : f,, < 0 =-_ lim 
~up~-.~y,,(t). Since g, is bounded in sj , yn’(t) is bounded. This implies that 
there is a 6 > 0 and a sequence of intervals I,, of length 6, 1, + co, in which 
yn(l) a< yn:2, yr’(t) > gr( jj,,/2, yr(t)), which tends to g,( y,.‘2,3;r) :;. 0. This 
second contradiction shows that either yr -+ 0 or yn ---, 0. The case al(j) = 
a,(j) i 1 just reverses the inequalities. 
Similarly, if i >, 2 and ai f a,-,(j), then (-l)“J’)yi’(t) > 0. In this case 
it is easily shown that yi(t) + 0. Lemma 7 now follows from the following result. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose J(t) E Sj f or all large t. If 1 < i :< t2 - 1 and yl(i) + 0 
as f z 03, then yi I(t) + 0, us t + cc. Ify,(t) -+ 0 thm J)(t) --, 0. 
Proof. Consider the case 1 < i .< n - I, yi(t) -P 0. We have seen that if 
u,-,(j) # ni(j), then yi-r(t) -* 0. Suppose that a,,,(j) - ai - 0, and let 
6 Y 0 bc given. ny (8) and (9) ~~~~(0, -6) > 0. Choose 6 > 0 so that 
gl+r(.-6, -c) > 0. Pick 1, > t, so that yz(t) > --6 if t > t, . Then for 
t 3 t, ( gi;l(yi(t),yi.I(t)) > gi,l(-S, -6) > 0 if yilr(t) < --E. Hence 
lim, .% infyi+l(t) >, - E. But c > 0 was arbitrary so yi, I(t) + 0. Other cases 
are similar if 1 < i < n - 1. 
Suppose next that yn(t) + 0. First consider the case where aI(j) -/: a,(j), 
and for definiteness, suppose aI(j) - 0. 
LEMMA 9. Ifa, = 1, a,(j) = 0, theneithery,(t) + Oorlim,,, infy,(l) < 
lim,,, sup yr(t) = 0. 
Proqf. Otherwise there is an c > 0 with yl(t) < --E for all large t. If 
+(j) = 1 and ye(t) > 0, then y*‘(t) < gz( -E, 0) < 0, a contradiction. If 
aa = 0, choose 6, > 0 so that g&-e, -S,) < 0. Then lim,,, sup~f~(t) < 
--6, < 0. Similarly there are 6, ,..., 6, such that lim,.,, sup y,(r) < -S, < 0. 
This is impossible for j = n, proving Lemma 9. 
jO.T/ZS/I-4 
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Thus either yr(t) -, 0 or yr’ oscillates infinitely often as t -* cc:, while 
yl(t) < 0. But at a zero of yr’, y; -7: (@,/3yn)yn’, so yn’ oscillates. Similarly 
y:c-1 ,..*> 4’2’ all oscillate. Howcvcr, if q(j) i: a,(j), then a,(j) + aim,(j) for 
some i > 2, and then yi’ is of one sign in Sj . 
We have therefore shown that if yJt) 4 0 and a,(j) + u,(j), then n(t) -k 0. 
On the other hand, if y,,(t) + 0 and u,(j) 7 u,(j), then 1 yr(t), is decreasing. 
If y&) -+ j, i 0, then the argument used to prove Lemma 9 shows that 
yz(t) --, $a + 0 ,..., y&(t) - tn +- 0, a contradiction. 
Hence yr(i) -+ 0 if yJt) + 0, completing the proof of Lemma 8. For any j 
we have either q(j) .: u,(j) or u,(j) $- uiml(j) for some i 3 2, so we can prove 
one by one that each component ~~(1) --, 0, as asserted by Lemma 7. 
Now let 
X = {yE V is(y) E Wj. 
Then )i is positively invariant for (7), because v has this property (Corollary 
to Lemma 5) and m is positively invariant for the system 
5’ =- s,(r)5 
satisfied by the derivative y’ of (7) (L emma 5). Also, by Lemmas 6 and 7, 
solutions y such that y(0) E x, y(0) + 0, either oscillate, passing through the 
Sj C I/ in the order indicated above, or remain eventually in one fixed S, and 
tend to 0. (In the next section it will turn out that solutions in R do not tend to 0, 
and hence must oscillate as indicated.) 
II. PROOF THAT Y DOES NOT INTERSECT X EXCEPT AT 0 AND Is KOI 
TANGENT TO X AT 0, AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE CYLINDKR ce 
It should first be remarked that by Y we mean the union of all trajectories 
r.‘(y(O)) =^ {y(t) I 0 ,< t -=c a) such that y(t) --f 0 as 1 ---f 03. The non- 
tangency condition may be expressed as follows. If y(0) E Y and y(O) # 0, 
then y.l.0) is not tangent to X at 0. This, in turn, will be made precise below, 
but in any case the important thing is the existence of Cc . WC note as well that 
Cc will be small in both “radius” and “length,” and in particular will be con- 
tained in a small neighborhood of 0. Also 0 E C, . 
As in the statement of the theorem, let E 7. g,,(O). Then E has the form 
d, -e2 0 -.* 0 
0 d, -e3 *** 0 
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where CD > 0, d, and e, > 0 if i > 2. Also, e, : (+$Zyr)(O, 0) -> 0, from (I I). 
The characteristic equation for E is 
s(h) = (A 7 c,)(h e2) ... (A -I e,,) :- y - 0, (14) 
where 9 =: dz ... d,t@. If A is real and nonnegative, then s(h) :- 0, so any roots 
of s with positive real parts occur in complex conjugate pairs h and A. 
We view the cigenvalues of E as functions of e : (e, ,..., e,), with ‘p constant. 
Ife = ; ..-def (1 >***, I), then s(h) = (h T 1)” + F, and the eigenvalues of E arc 
x, = , v ;ljne((2k 1ljn)ni _ 1, k - 1, 2,..., ?I (i -. (-1)‘)‘). (IS) 
‘I’he equation s(h(e)) = 0 then defines n continuous functions x,(e) in some 
neighborhood of? in Rn, with h,:(F) A,. . 
I,E.MMA 9. Suppose that the functions )LI( .) are all continuozu in a connected 
relatiz.eIy qfxrz s&et A of the region R: ei > 0, 2 .< i .< n, e, >a 0; atzd 63 f .‘I. 
Suppose also that Im(h,(e)) > 0 if I < k c: (n/2) I 1, and Im(h,(e)) ‘- 0 rf 
(n/2) 2. 1 : < k 5; ~2. I,et B,‘(e) E [0, 277) be the ar~zfmenf in thr complex plane qf 
h(e) - ej , ifecfl. TlzenforaNein.4, 
Proof ‘fhe functions 0,(e) = xy=, e,,(e):, arc all inteyer valued, since 
IL GW) - ej) -v. They are also continuous in ‘1, and hence constant. 
But f&(e) = 2k - I, by (15), proving Lemma 9. 
COROLLARY. Lynder the hypotheses ofLenzma 9, ij 1 :< kz -;: hZ < (nt2) - 1 
or $(ni2)--. 1 < k, < h, :g n, then 
Re &(e) > Ke h*.:(e) if PC/l. (17) 
Proof. Inequality (17) IS valid at e = e‘. Suppose that h,,(e) - A,?(e) for 
some e. Then 0,,(e) = 8,;.Je), which is impossible if e e,;1. If Rc x,,(e) .y 
Re A,<,(e) but, for example, Im h,*(e) > Im X,(e) > 0, then n,_, 1 hk.,(e) ..- e, , > 
ny=, , h,:(e) -- ej I. Howcrcr, both of these expressions equal y, so (17) is valid 
in A. 
It is now clear that the functions Ak(p> can be extended in a unique way to 
continuous functions on the entire set Q if we require that s(X,:(e)) 0, 
Imh,(e)>Ofor 1 <:K <(n/2)-{- l,Im&(e) <Oif(n/2)-- I :<k :<n,and 
Rc(&(e)) >z Re An-&e) if I s; k < (n/2) -/- I. The relations (16) and (17) 
then hold in R. 
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From (17), if E has any eigcnvalues with positive real parts, then they must 
include h,(e) and A,(e). Let 
Y:.!?(e)= {h,(e)12.<k:<n-1). 
LEMMA 10. Suppose that all e&encalues of E are simple. Z,et w be an eigenaector 
of E corresponding to some A E Y. If A and w are real, then ~9 points into P - i?? 
Ijh and w are complex, then Re w and Im w point into R” - W. 
Prooj. Consider b = Kc w (w real or complex). We must determine as 
closely as possible the signs of the components bi of b. These will be determined 
by the arguments #; of the components wi of w. From the equation (E - h)w - 0 
and the form of E it is apparent that 
(A + e,-,) w, I 1 z djw, , l<j<n--1. 
Hcncc (not restricting the di to [0, 2~)) we can assume that 
l/Q =. $hj k1 .f ej-, 1, (18) 
where 8’ : l is the argument of h -i- e, , t . It can further be assumed that Im h >, 0, 
from which 0 < 81 < x. Equation (16) holds with &l(e) =: Bj. We can also take 
b, Y-; q z -v, and 4, :: rr. Then from (18) 4, = = I), - (2/r - 2)77. 
Let a = a, ... a, be any binary number such that 
ai = 0 if b, < 0, 
a, .= 1 if bi > 0 
(ai z 0 or 1 if h, = 0). 
‘I’hen by assumption a, = 0. We must show that s, @ X. If j;= C x, then either 
each a, =: 0, or for some m < n, 
a, -=O if I < i >G m, 
U( : 1 if m < i < n. 
L13qM.1 11. If, for some m < n, aI : ... -= a ,n = 0, then 
1 t?j c X. 
j-2 (19) 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that hi < 0, 1 < i < m. Thus each $i , 
1 < i :< m, lies in some interval [(a/2) -- 2&r, (342) + 2Xx]. Then by (18), 
either the result is true or 0~ -: v for somej, 2 < j < m. But this implies that X 
is real and each f?j = 0 or W. Also, $2 ,..., I+$,, are all odd multiples of r. From (18), 
0” : ... = P -- 0, giving (19) and proving Lemma 1 I. 
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If m = n then (19) contradicts (16), since K 2 2 and (0’) < rr. Hence m < n, 
and we can take bj > 0 for m + 1 <j < tl. In addition to (19) we can prove that 
(20) 
Since 1 PT1 1 < n, (19) and (20) give xy=, Bj < 3n, with equality only if h is 
real. But in that cast WC saw that xza Oj =. 0, so Cy-, 8j < 2rr, again contra- 
dicting (16). This proves Lemma 10 when h is real. 
If h is complex, and c =- Im W, then c1 = 0. Also t& 7 7r - 01 and 0 < tlr < r, 
so ca > 0. If ci > 0, 1 < i < m, then each I& , 1 < i < m, lies in some interval 
]21\%, (2A; + l)n] and the proof goes as before. This proves Lemma 10. 
It is now convenient to change notation, letting p1 ,..., pLn be the eigcnvalues 
of E ordered according to nondecreasing real parts, and with Im pi :- 0 if 
/+ = i&r . (We still assume that pLi # /.~+r and we have shown that no more 
than two pi can have the same real part.) Let wi be the eigenvector associated 
with ,ui. Suppose that p1 ,..., CL,,, are the eigcnvalues of E with nonpositive 
real part, so by the hypotheses of our theorem, m < n - 2. 
LEMMA 12. iv0 nonconstant solution of (7) tends to 0 in ji. 
Proof. Suppose that y(t) 4 0 as t + cc. Let cl,..., zr”‘ be a linearlv indepen- 
dent set of real vectors, each ~9 being the real or imaginary part of some wit 
i < m. LetL be the linear subspace of R” spanned by v’,..., 2;“‘, and let Y bc as 
described earlier. (That is, y(t) --f 0 as t -> cc if and only if y(0) c Y.) If 
y(O) E Y, then there is a sequence tj -+ co such that the sequence {?(tj)} lies 
on a curve which is tangent to some z+. (Either y(t) N ce+&, pi real, or y(t) 
spirals toward 0 along a two-dimensional manifold which is tangent to the plane 
spanned by some & and vi+‘.) Since vi points into H” -- Iii, and w is a cone 
containing X, y(ij) $ X for largej. But X is positively invariant, soy(t) E R” - X 
for all 1, proving Lemma 12. 
We now state precisely the nontangency condition referred to carlier. Complete 
the linearly independent set o*,..., vm to a basis rP,..., z? for R”, and for y E Hn 
define a,(y) by 
y - f ai vi, 
i-l 
Let jl y ii* = ~~~, a<(y)" and II y I g, = Xi”,+, a,(y)*. 
LEhWA 13. There are numbers 6, > 0 and 6, > 0 such that zy y E X and 
0 < i$y i < 6, , then 
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Proof. If not, then there is a sequence {y”} C x such that :I yk iI2 .> 0 and 
‘I yk ..;:;. 3’1: Ii2 + 0 as h+co. (21) 
The set v contains the intersection of the cone 6V with some neighborhood 
of the origin, and in fact there is a c > 0 such that if y E W, then j = cy/‘l y :j 
is in 8, and if y E W, then 3 E I’. By taking subscqucnces if necessary, WC can 
assume that 5” = cykj 1 yk approaches some j: # 0 in v r\ w. From (21), 
p E .T,, the linear space spanned by nl,..., 7~. Also 
g(y”) = ZTyk + o(li 3’” I’) as yk --> 0, 
g(yV : Yk = E(y”j! y”]) + o(l) 
and yk;II v” Ii + j/c. Since g(y”) E CT, it follows that Ej E @. Hence WC must 
show tha; there is no Q E 117 n I, with EJ E IV, 9 /- 0. 
If L intersects FJ’ (other than at 0), then 9’ intersects V, but Lemma 12 shows 
this to bc impossible. \Ve can therefore assume that 7 E: L r\ aW. If j ~7. 
($1 ,..a, j,), then at least onePi =. 0. 
Let I1 be the matrix with columns VI,..., a”‘, and let (II,..., d” bc the m- 
dimensional row vectors of D, numbcrcd from the bottom up. The next result 
is most conveniently stated by defining n further vectors d”” = ( p) d’. 
LEMMA 14. ilny m consecutive vectors dk,..., dk r-m-1 from the sequence dl,..., dzn 
form a linearly independent set in RI<‘. 
Proof. From the way the d”: i are defined, we can assume that 1 < k < n. 
First suppose that p1 ,..., p,,, arc real, so that o1 ,..., pm are all eigcnvectors of E. 
Let J be the matrix with rows dk,..., dk : m I, again numbered from the bottom up. 
13~ using the relations nT=, (1~ - e.,) = -T, J is seen to bc a matrix of the form 
fj fi hi - e,)“j 1, 
the sj being intcgcrs bctwccn 1 and n. 
If all of the e, are equal, then f is a Van der Monde matrix and is thercforc 
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nonsingular. In any case, determinant 1, as a function of ,I~ , is an (tn -- I)st 
order polynomial with m .- I roots p2 ,..., CL,,, . Since /*I ,..., I-L,, are distinct, 
9 and J are nonsingular. 
If some of the pi are complex, we observe that the column matrix col(&,..., ZP) 
is of rank m if and only if col(~l,..., v’“) is of rank m. This is because the complex 
W’s occur in conjugate pairs. For example, in cast m = 2, 
det 
,a+$ fx-i$ 
t y-,-a y--i8 1 = -2idct 
The general result is easily proved. This completes the proof of Lemma 14. 
We shall say that the ith andjth components of a vector? in R” are “adjacent” 
if i i - j ! .= 1 or i - j I = II - 1. By “m adjacent components” WC mean 
distinct components 3ji, ,..., >ei, where each ij is adjacent to some i, . This in Us, 
yJ , ~1~ , y, , and y2 are four adjacent components. 
(:OR~I.I.ARY TO I,Eh4~f~ 14. Any m adjacent components of a cector It; L 
can be specijed arbitrarily. Also, if y EL and m adjacent components of y are 0. 
then JJ = 0. 
Suppose now that i, E/, n al&‘, EJ E W, and f ;;- 0. Let jj = (PI ,..., y,,), 
Ej (x1 (..., x,,). From the form of E we see that if fi 3: 0, JITl < 0, and 
! yi-l i + 1 yi , > 0, then xiTl > 0. Using this and other, similar, relations, . 
it is easy to show that if $ E ZW and Ay E W, then there are no i, j, k, 1 with 
I < i < j < k < 1 ,< n and yi > 0, Tj < 0, S, 3:. 0 and JI < 0, for this 
would imply at least two strict sign changes in the sequence .x1 ,..., J, . Simiiarly, 
if7, > O,y, < O,jj, > 0, thenp$X. 
It can he assumed that the first nonzero component of J is positive. B! 
further consideration of the number of sign changes in j; and s = EJ, the 
following possibilities are also eliminated: 
jj, -- 0, y, > 0, yj < 0, pA., , -/- 0 1 < i < j :< k < n, (22) 
71 I:- 0, 7, -< 0, Fj > 0, I <i<:jr,n. (23) 
As a result, there must be P+ and II., with 1 < n1 < n, < n and either 
or 
or 
?;f -- 0 for 1 < i < n, , I’j > 0 for 72, , < I &. I12 ) 
and yi- 0 for n, < i >< II (24) 
pi 0 for 1 <i,<nl, pi > 0 for “1 < i :< #p ) 
and $i < 0 for 7t2 < i >< n, (25) 
yi > 0 for 1 .< i < n, , 3; .: 0 for n, < i < n, , 
and ji < 0 for n, < i -.;; n. (26) 
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In any of these cases the zero components of y are adjacent as defined above. 
Hence, since jr + 0, there must be fewer than nz zero comonents, by the Corol- 
lary to Lemma 14. Again by this Corollary, there is a3 EL with$j > 0 whenever 
jrj =: 0. Now consider the one-parameter family of vectors in L defined by 
For t > 0 and sufficiently small, yjt > 0 whenevery> > 0 and yjt < 0 whenever 
yj < 0. In each of the cases (24) (29, and (26) the sequence yrf,...,ynf then 
has at most one sign change, and yit $1 0, soy’ E W. However, this was previously 
shown to be impossible. This proves Lemma 13. 
We now construct the final invariant set H = x - C, , where C, is a certain 
(truncated) cylinder. 
LEMMA 15. There is a 6, > 0 such that ij E > 0 is sz@iently small and C, = 
b I il y 1;’ < 8, and II Y II,, -C ~1, thee 
II ={yEXIy$CJ 
is a positiveIy invariant set for (7). 
Proof. Let y(t) = x;=, at(t) Vi b c a solution of (7). (This is a slight change 
in the meaning of the ai .) Recall that Rep*i+l > Rep, and Rep,,, > 0 3 
Rep,,, . Therefore 
W4 I: r(t) If 3 We pm+J II r(t>ll~ + 41 r(t>ll’). 
Ry Lemma 13, o(ll y iI’> = o(li y i”,) as y -+ 0 in x. Hence there is a 6, > 0 
such that if y(t) E x and 0 < il y(t)/,* < 6, , then (djdt) II y(t)]‘:, > 0. 
Choose 6, and 6, as in Lemma 13, and assume as well that 0 < 6, < 1. 
Pick 6, : = min(S, , 6,) and then assume that 0 < E < S,S, . To show that i? 
is invariant, suppose that y(0) E 11. Since X is invariant, y(t) can only leave iZ 
where 11 y(t)rik = c and II y(t)ll* < 6, , or where IIy(t),12 = 6, , 1) y(t);iL < E. 
In the first case, however, (d;‘dt) 1’ y(t)llk > 0. In the second case, 11 y(t):l” = 
S, < 6, and 
II r(~)ll?i/ll N)ll’ < 4% -=c s, > 
which is impossible if y(t) E X. This proves Lemma 15. 
III. PROOF THAT G HAS A FIXED POIKT FOR THE APPROPRIATE PERIOD MAP 
There remains to show that some cross section e of B is mapped continuously 
into itself by the flow, and furthermorc that C has the fixed point property for 
continuous maps. Let 
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Observe that 0 E i;;. If y(0) E c, then just after t ~2 0, from Lemma 3 ,we have 
yr > 0 and y E some Sj withj 2 2”-‘. According to Lemma 6 and its Corollary, 
y must pass through at least the sets&-r (= S,,..., in binary), Ss”-l-i , S,, t-i,..., 
S, before entering S,, and again intersecting G. 
LEWvL4 16. Zfy(0) E EG, then y(t) $ H just before t -- 0. 
Proof. Since yr(0) = 0, L emma 3 shows that ylyn > 0 just before I =: 0. 
Also, y(0) E EC means that either 11 y(O)!i* = 6, and ,I y(O)lik < l , or /I y(O)!,a < 6, 
and 11 y(O)l!k = E, or for somej > 1 either yj .= rj or yj =. 0. Lemma 4 implies 
the desired conclusion ifyj :-- rj . If yj = 0, then yjyj-1 < 0 just before t = 0 
(Lemma 3). Hence yi and yn have the same sign and either yj or y+i has the 
opposite sign, so y 6 W and hence y $ IZ. WC saw previously that if I y ,,2 :- 6, 
i’ y .:.t < E, theny $ x. If ;I y(O);,* < 8, and I y i,k = c, then the proof of Lemma 
15 shows that .I y I!$ < E just before t : = 0, and y 0 i!?. 
COROLLARY. If y(0) = yO E G, let T(yo) = inf[r ;. 0 ’ y(t) E G} and 
tiru> F= YCKKJ)~ ‘I’hi P(Y”) E G. 
LEMMA 17. The function p is continuous in c. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that T is continuous in c. If 7’ is discontinuous 
atyo , supposey,’ -+ y0 , yUj E G, and letyj(t) he the solution such thatyj(0) = yOj. 
By choosing subsequences if necessary we can assume that limj..= T&j) exists 
or equals infinity. Suppose that T(yo) f limj+-a T(y,,j) -= u < co. If T(y,) < u, 
then observe that y(t) E S,, just before T(y,), while y(t) $ $, just after T(y,). 
This implies that for large j, yj must cross &S, in some interval (T(y,) - 6, 
T(y,) + a), where 0 < T(y,) - S < T(y,) + S < u. By Lemma 6, yj must 
intersect c in this interval, so T(yJ) < T(yJ + 6, a contradiction. 
If T(y,) > (T, pick any compact interval [to, tJ C (0, T(y,)). Then y(t) $ d 
on [to , t,], soy’(t) $ G on [to , tl] for largej. Since [to , ti] was arbitrary, it follows 
that lim,_, T(yj) = 0. 
To show this is impossible, note that for each y0 in G, there is a I = ~(y,,) 
in (0, T(yJ) such that Y(T) E .$&-r n F.. But y,, E G, so (y& < 0, while in 
s2n-1 , yi > 0. Also, IIy ;/* > B in R, so p = infUek~,n-,nfi II y - G !I is 
positive. 
Now let 1’ be a compact set, with 0 I$ Y and the arc y&J = (y(t) I 0 < t < 
T(y,,)} C Y. For sufficiently large j, y(yj) C Y. Since w = supuer [!g(y):: is 
finite, it follows that T(yj) > p/w > 0 for large j, a contradiction. This proves 
Lemma 17. 
We continue by decomposing c into nicer subsets, each of which is deter- 
mined by a single sign change among the gi(yi-i , yJ’s. Let J”(g) 7: (0) x 
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[YP,Ol x ... x [yn,O] and define sets B”(g) and Bj(g), Bj(g) (j = I,..., n) by 
B”(g) ‘= {Y EJ”(d 16(Y) E 4 
W&T) 7. {Y E J”(g) I &(Y*-1 7 Yi) 3 Oifi<jandg,(y,-l,yJ <Oifi>j}, 
dj(g) = {y E J”(g) 1 gi(yi-l , yJ < 0 if i < j and ~~(y~-~ , yi) >, 0 if i > j}. 
We shall suppress the reference to g in this notation and simply write J”, Bn, 
etc., except when the context requires extra clarity. It will come to pass that all 
of these are (n - 1) cells, but for the time being WC must be content with more 
basic facts. 
Xote that c = B” - C, and B” = (Jzl (Bj u a,). We can simplify this 
union somewhat by showing that 8, .- (0) and B, = (0). For if y E Bj , then 
y1 = 0, y,, < 0, and g,(y, , yJ < 0, which forces yn = 0 by (8). Also ya < 0 
and g2(yl , yz) < 0 forces y2 = 0, while y,-, < 0 and gn(yn. 1 , y,J > 0 yields 
ynml = 0. We can work our way to the middle (i.e., yj) and eventually show that 
all the yi’s are 0. A similar argument shows that B, :z 0 so that B* 1 uy=, B, . 
\Ve should also note that the initial inequality g,(y, , yl) > 0 in the definition 
of each Bj is redundant (again by (8)) sincey, 7 0 andy, < 0. Finally, note that 
each inequalitygi(yiml , yJ > 0 (respectively, < 0) is equivalent to ~(3’~~~) 2 yi 
(respectively, < yi) for i >, 2. 
WC shall first consider only a special case when g is almost linear, namely, 
when g,(yml , yi) = yiml - ai~vr for some cxi > 0 (; 3 2). (Of course, a1 = 
ri-liri .). We will return to the general case after Lemma 25. Notice that this 
special case still includes Goodwin’s original model [2]. More importantly for 
the purpose of our proof, in this case B” becomes a piecewise linear (in fact, 
conical) and more amenable object. Recall that z, E R” and B C R” arc joinahle 
provided no point of Rn - {z} lies on two distinct line segments starting at ZI 
and ending in B, and that the cone v * B over the base B from the W&X ~1 is 
then the union of all such line segments. If we let Ai = {<v E Bj 1 yj = Yj}, 
then WC may prove the following result. 
LEMMA 18. B, = 0 * Aj . 
Proof. A, c R’-’ x {yj} x Rn -1 and is thus joinablc to 0. If y E Aj and t E I, 
then ty E Bj (since multiplication by t preserves inequalities). Thus 0 * Aj C Bj . 
Now suppose that WC have some y E Bj . If y = 0, then, of course, y E 0 y A, . 
SO assume that y + 0. Thenyj f 0 and WC may define z E R” by .zi = (Yj/yj)y, , 
and 2 E R by t q yj,kj . Since yj < yj < 0, t E I. Clearly, z E Bj , and since 
0, = Yj ) .a n E Aj . But y .= fz and thus y E 0 * Aj , which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. B” = 0 .ti (UL2 .4,). 
Proof. We only have to show that 0 and (Jy=? ‘4, are joinable. But this is 
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easily shown. Suppose y E ‘-lj , y’ E fj, , t, t’ E (0, I] such that ty -- t’y’. Since 
2’j :- r, ) tr, - tyj = (ty)j = (t’y’)j :- ty’j > t’~j , and t < t’. Similarly, 
t’ < t  and thus t  z t’. Now y1 = (l!‘t)(tyJ -.- (1 /t)(g$ == (1:‘t)(ty’); -- yi’ for 
each i. Therefore, y -= y’ and 0 and (JyLz A, arc indeed joinahle. 
If \ve now let C, : {y E [rz, 0] x ... X [Y, ,O] i yi..r 3 qy, for 2 < i < jt 
and C.‘j = :y E [Y, , 0] x ... x [I-“, 0] yl.i s z,J’~ for j :< i < n}, then \ve 
have the following structural lemma. 
LEMMA 19. Cj is a (j - 1) simplex, Cj* is an (n -j - 1) simplex, and 
J4j {0} % Cj-1 X (Tj) X CFh1 * Thus Aj is an (n - 2) cell and Bj iv an (n --- I) 
cell. 
I’rocd. ‘I’he argument for Lemma 18 shows that C, -= 0 * (C,-, x {rj}). 
Now C, - [rs , 0] is a 1 cell and if we assume inductively that C, -1 is a (j - 2) 
cell, we see that C, is a (j - I) cell. Similarly, C,” -. 0 s ({r,i x C,:,) is an 
(n -- j I) cell. 
Sext, suppose y E A, . Since y E BI , y1 7 0, J’~ E [T, , 01, yi-, ;> niyi if 
2 $4 i ,< j and y, r 6 qyr if j < i < n. Moreover, yj - r, . So v E {Oj x 
Cl-, x ;r,; x c;,, . Conversely, suppose y E (0; x Cj..r x {r,} x Ci, . Then 
Yl 0, y, - yj , and yi E [yi , 0] for 1 < i < 7~. Moreover, y-i > ~,y, if 
2 -C i :< j - 1 and y,-r < aiy, if j +- 1 < i < n. But y, .i :I3 I’,-~ =. 
(r,_I,‘rj)r, = ~,y> and yj = rj = (Y,:Y~., i) yj ,i -: aj-irjAl :: 3,. in, i i . So y E -4, 
and we conclude that Aj 7. (0) x C,-, x {rjj x Cr i . 
F!:e can now SW that A4j is a cell of dimension [u- 1) - I] -:- [n - (j - 1) - I] .:- 
n 2 and that B, is a cell of dimension (n 2)f 1 : II- 1. 
‘l’hc next step is to show that (Jy=, ~j is nn (n 2) cell. This leads us to 
consider the circumstances under which a union of cells is a cell. One important 
criterion relies on the notion of flatness. For our purposes, we will consider a 
(Iz - 1) ccl1 C’s in the boundary BdC of a k ccl1 C and define C,, to be flat in 
BdC if and only if BdC -- Int C,, is also a (k I) cell. Recalling that any 
homeomorphism between the boundaries of two cells crtends to a homeo- 
morphism between the cells, we can obtain the desired criterion. 
LEMMA 20. Let K, , K, be k cells such that K, = K, n Kz is a Jut (k - 1) 
cell in both BdK, und BdK, . Then K, u Kz is also a k cell. 
Proof. Let I, 7 P1 x [0, A] and 1, -. Z/:-i A [i, I]. Then I, : 1, n Za -- 
1” -t K ;i} is flat in both Bdl, and Bdl, and I, U I, --= Ix‘ is a k cell. Let h,: 
I0 + K,, he any homcomorphism. Then h, ! lIdIO: BdZ, -* BdKO extends to 
homeomorphisms h,: Bdl, -- Int In -b BdK, Int K,, (j :.. 1, 2). Sow h, and 
/rO fit together to give homeomorphisms /;,: BdZ, --> BdK, which immediately 
cxtcnd to homeomorphisms x,: I, --b K, (j :- I, 2). Since fr, I, - h, = h, 1” , 
hi and i/, tit together to give the dcsircd homeomorphism h: IL + K, u Kz 
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COROLLARY. There is a homeonwrphism h: K1 V Kz + K, which is the 
identity on the complementary cell K,* =: BdK, - Int K, . 
Proof. Let K,* =. BdKz - Int h’, = Bd(li, v k-J - Int K,*. Then BdK,* = 
BdK,* = BdKO . Now id: BdKO -+ BdK,, extends to h, :=: id: K,* - K,* and 
to a homeomorphism h,: K,* --, K,, . Then h, and h, piece together to give a 
homeomorphism from Bd(K, v K,) = K,* v K2* to BdK, =- K,” u K, , 
which then extends to the desired homcomorphism h: K, v K, -* K, . 
In order to apply the above criterion, we need the following two results. 
LEMMA 21. Let K1 , K, be k, , kz cells, respectively, and K, a flat (k, - 1) 
cell in BdK, . Then K, x K, is aflat (k, + k, - 1) cell in Bd(K, x KJ. In fact, 
if K,* is the complementary cell of KO in BdK, , then K,,* x K, v K, x BdK, 
is the complementary cell of K,, x K, in Bd(K, x KJ. 
Proof. We need only to show that K,” x Kz v K, x BdK, is a (k, -(- k, .- 1) 
cell as it is certainly complementary to K,, x K, in Bd(K, x K,). In the 
paradigm situation, where Ii = PI, I, = Ik2 I” :: {O} x P-1, I, x I2 = 
(0) x IkrfPz-l is flat with complementary ccl1 ; x BdIkl--t2-1 v {I} x PI.*?-1 
and I,, itself has I,* = I x BdP-l v {I} x Ih-l-i as its complementary cell in 
BdI, . Let h,: Ij - Kj (j = 1, 2) be homeomorphisms such that h,(I,) = K, . 
(Refer to the proof of the corollary to Lemma 20.) Then define h: I,,* x I, v 
I, x BdIz + K,” x K, v K, x BdK, to be (h, 1 IO*) x h, on I,,” x I2 and 
h, x (h? 1 BdB,) on I, x BdI, . The two parts of this definition agree on 
I,* x I, n I, x BdI, = I,,* x BdI, and h is trivially a well-defined homeo- 
morphism. 
LEMMA 22. Let v be joinahle to the k cell K. Then K isflat in Bd(v * K). 
Proof. Bd(v * K) = K v v * BdK. So v * BdK is the complementary cell 
of K in Bd(v * K). 
We now come to one of our major objectives in this section. 
LEMMA 23. uzp Aj is an (n - 2) cell. Thus B” is an (n - 1) cell. 
Proof. For each i = 2,..., n, we will show that u:=, Aj is an (n - 2) cell 
by constructing a homeomorphism hi: U:=, Aj --+ Ai such that for i < n 
hi I Ai n Ai+l is the identity. Let h, = id: A, --t A2 and assume inductively 
that the desired h, has been defined for some i with 2 < i < n. Now u:r: Aj :: 
<U:=, A,) v Ai+1 . If 2 <j < i, then WC can easily see that 
Aj n Ai+1 - ((01 X cj-l X tyj) X CJ? I) n (IO) X ci X {yi+ll X CY,*) 
y (0) X Cj-1 X {(Yj )...I Y*.+ 1)) X CT+* 
C {O} X ci-* X {(yt 9 ~i+~)} x CF+, = Ai n Ai+l . 
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Thus we can define a homeomorphism A,: (Jfii dj -* .3, u AimI by Ming 
hi = 11~ on U:_, Aj and & --- id on ‘4+-. Next we show that A, n .4,,r is flat 
in both LIdA, and BdAi+l . We saw in the proof of Lemma 19 that C:,, = 
0 y ({YMl x CrJ. So {Y~+~} x CzTsz is flat in BdCt:, by Lemma 22, and sub- 
sequently A, n Ai+1 = {0} x Ciel x {yi} x {yimlj x C,*_, is flat in Bd({O) x 
Ci. 1 Y (ri) x Cz.,) :- BdAi by Lemma 21. Similarly, the fact that C, = 
0 r (C,.i x (ri}) implies the flatness of C,-, x {ri} in BdC, and of A, n Ai+l in 
Bd({Oj x Ci x {ri+i) x Cf+J :- BdAiTl . Thus the corollary to Lemma 20 
gives us a homeomorphism h: Ai u A, ,r --, A,,, which is the identity on the 
complementary cell A of Ai n A, 11 in BdA,_, . ‘I-hen let himi .- h = Ai: 
Uiz: Aj --p AiTl . Then hzfl is certainly a homeomorphism and we need only to 
verify that hi.-l = id on Ai. r n Ai+ if i + I < n. But it clearly suffices to show 
that .4i7, n A,+.. C A. Since Cz+, = 0 *; ({Y~~.J x CT+,), A,_] n Ai-2 -.-. 
(0) x c, x {Y,,,} x (~~.,c.} x C& C (0) x (vl, 1j s RdC,*_, LI BdA, 1 - 
(A, n .-I,-,) :-- -4, and the induction is complete. 
The next problem which we must encounter is that of removing the cylindrical 
neighborhood C, from B”. The next lemma solves this problem. 
LEMMA 24. Let v be joinable to the compact set U and 9 L z x B - ([u) u B). 
Suppose further that radial projection from z’ induces a homeomorphi.sm of A onto B. 
Then ~1 and .:I are joinable and C = (r * B z’ * A) u .4 is homeomorphic to 
A x I, keepiq .4 = A x (0) fixed, and to R x I, keeping B = B x 0 
jixed. 
Proof. Recall that radial projection from z’ :!: B {z:> to B is the map which 
sends all the points (except v) on the segment 2’ x b to b for each b E B. Thus 
radial projection restricts to a homcomorphism p: A + B such that (1 is the 
only point of -4 on the segment a * p(a) for each a E A. The joinability of z’ and .-I 
follow from the fact that if v Y a and v * a’ have a point other than v in common, 
then so do z’ < p(a) and ‘L’ x p(a’), so that p(a) = p(a’) and hence a 7 a’. We can 
define maps X: C --+ A x I and p: C -* B x I as follows. For each c E C there 
is a unique b E B with c E ~1 * 6. Since p is bijective, there is a unique u E .4 
with p(a) 6. Thus v -): a C z’ 8 b and since c $2: * A - rl, c E CI +: 6; i.c.. 
c - (1 -- t)a + tb for some t E I. Let A(c) (a, I) and p(c) .= (6, 1 - 1). If 
c’ c (.‘, we can find the corresponding 6’ c n, a’ E A, and t’ E I with ~(a’) h’, 
c’ = (1 - t’) u’ 7 t’b’, and h(c’) (a’, 1’). So if X(c) = X(c’), then a = a’ and 
I ..- t’, so that b = p(a) -7 p(a’) - 6’ and c = (I --- t)a + tb = (1 I’) a’ .- 
t’b’ = c’. ‘1’1~~s A is one to one. If a E A and I E 1, clearly c =: (1 -. t)a -L +(a) EC 
and h(c) (N, t). So h is onto. Obviously, h(a) (a, 0) for each u G .+l. The 
continuity of /\-l can easily be established and that of X then follows by the 
compactness of A x I. Similarly, p is a homcomorphism. 
~VC arc now able to establish the long-desired result for our special “linear” 
CaSC. 
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LEMMA 25. Let C be any compact convex neighborhood of 0 in I?‘, zcith 
C n (uy=, -4,) L= II. Then B” - Int C is an (n - 1) cell. In partirular, c .- 
B” - C, is an (n - 1) cell for sujicientfy small e. 
Proof. Let D -z Bn n BdC and /l = UT=, a4j . Let p: D -> A be the restric- 
tion of radial projection from 0. Then p is continuous. Suppose d, d’c D such 
that p(d) :: p(d’). Then d, d’ E 0 1: p(d) and hence tither d E 0 Y d’ or d’ l 0 6 d. 
Without loss of generality, we assume the former. Since C is convex, 0 E Int C, 
and d‘E BdC, all the points of 0 r: d’, with the exception of d’, arc in Int C. But 
d E BdC and thus d = d’. So p is one to one. Furthcrmorc, if a E A, then the 
segment 0 * a must meet BdC, say in d. Clearly, p(d) := n and thus p is onto. 
Since D is compact, the continuous bijection p is a homeomorphism. Izmma 24 
now applies to inform us that B” - Int C is homcomorphic to r3 x 1, since 
B”=O~.4andBn~IntC=OoD-D.ButAx1isan(n- l)cell,by 
Lemma 23. 
We now return to the general case. ITor purposes of comparison, WC will 
denote the “almost linear” special function which we have been considering by 
g, reservingg to denote the general function. Notice that J”(s) J”(R) .- J’i. 
We shall define a homeomorphism IL: J” -J” which takes BQ) onto B”(g) 
by defining its coordinates ui: J7’ - [yi, 0] inductively. Of course pi = 0. 
Given ui, let q+i(y) = ~Fl(y~+~) for each y E J”, where &I: [T, .i , 0] -* 
r,+i , 0] is the homeomorphism which takes each of [ri ,i , (ri+i/ri) yj], 
t(rill:‘JYi 7 01 1’ mearly onto [rzml , yi+i(uj(y))], [Q .i(~,(y)), 01, respectively. 
Since &+‘(s) is continuous in (y, s), tli+i is continuous. Also, &+’ depends only 
on the first i coordinates of y. Thus ui, i(y) = q+i(y’) if yj r y,’ for all 
i < i + 1. Finally, sincey, = 0 and u,(y) = 0 for y E J”, r: = id and u?(y) .. : 
3’2 . 
LEMMA 26. The map u: J” --t Jn is a homeomorphism. .41so u(B*(g)) = W(g). 
Proof. Let us construct 2: = 11-l explicitly, by describing its coordinates vi 
inductively. Let vi z 0 and z’;-, := ~$~i(y, 1) for each y E JR, whcrc vvl: 
Lyi -1 T Ol - + Ly* rl > Ol is the homeomorphism which takes [ri:, , q,,i(y;)], 
[TV i(y?), 0] linearly onto [T, +i , (Yi., l/Yi) vi( ?)]9 [(YiAl/f,) W,(y), 01, respectively. 
Then z’, ?, is continuous, zli-i(y) = vi,,(y’) if yj -. yj’ for i < i -;- I, and 
Z&j = 4’2 . 
Sow let y F J”. We claim UT,(~) =: y, and will prove this by showing induc- 
tively that q(v(y)) = yi for all i. First, q(e’(y)) = 0 = y, . Suppose that we 
know q(v(y)) = yI for some i < n. Then q+t(r~(-v)) &:,(zi i(y)) .-I= 
&~,~fi”(y~,J. But &q&i’ ‘(Y;~~) = yikl. ~~.:$v~’ ’ (0) =O,and ~~:“l’~~i(~., i(yj))= 
pi;i,((~~, ,/ri) v,(y)) := ~~..~(q(z:(y))) = Q, ,(yJ. The linearity properties of 
CL:::, and VI” then force &&i-i to be the identity. Hence ui ,.i(v(y)) r yi 1 
and uz’ = id. A similar argument shows that w - id. So u is a homcomorphism 
with z, I( i. 
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The second statement of Lemma 26 follows from the fact that &(yi-, , yi) > 0 
ifIy,-, ‘2 a,yi iff (ri/ri-Jyi-, 3 yi iffT,(f&l(y)) > u;(y) iffg,(ui-l(y). U;(y)) 2 0. 
Now that we know that F(g) is homcomorphic tu B”(j) and hence is an 
(fz - 1) cell, we are still left with the difficulty of identifying the remains after 
C, is removed. The next two lemmas will provide us with some necessary 
technical information. For each y E Jn, Ict yV: Z + J” via q,(s) u(sy). 
Lenmin 27, The derivatives q,,‘(O) esist and are continuous in y. ;Moreovev, 
qy’(0) .+ 0 7y_l* + 0. 
PYOO~. Let qV,i(.r) -: u,(sy) for s E I. Then qV.i - 0 and qyJs) SJ~ . 
Suppose that qb,i(0) exists continuously iny for some i < n. Ify, 1 < (Y~.~~/Y~)T~ , 
then s~<-,E [I,. r , (Y~,.~,!Y,) syi] and the definition of ZL,, 1 shows that 
Qw&) = (yi+ljyi) syi - y,;,l 
17i l(qv.i(s)) - yi+l csvi+, _ r,-,~ - yl~l for O&:sa<l. 
Thus 
(/;,i i l(O) = 7: 1 l(O) qb,i(O) + Yj+l - (yi+*:yi) Yi . (27j 
On the other hand, if yi, r > (yi Ll/~l)yi , then 
qy,i+l(S) = -v*-yitl for 0 ::{ .r :< 1 
Y,+1’Yz ‘t 
and hence 
‘Ik.i+l(“) ’ 
-rlL(O) 4;m 
-- y2 (1 . 
(‘i+l!‘i) YL 
(28) 
Equations (27) and (28) show that qi,L j I(O) . . is continuous across the surface 
yi-1 = (Yi-l/Yj)yl . 
Now suppose y ;I’; 0 and i is the first integer such that yiTl < 0. For each 
s E I, sy and 0 have the same first i coordinates, u,(sy) : u,(O) -:= 0. So qV.i - 0 
and qb,i(0) = 0. By (27), ql,i+l(0) .-- y2 .1 < 0. 
COROLLARY. The number A 7 inf{,l qv’(0)iI ; y E J” and yj = yj JOY some j} is 
positive. 
LEMMA 28. Zf e > 0 is suficiently small, then for uny y E .d, the arc qV meets 
the surface CC -- CC in exactly one point. 
Proof. Let l(s) -- ” qu(s)l!t, and k(s) = q,,(s)l?, where y c A. Wc first show 
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that Z’(s) > 0 when I(s) -_ l and k(s) < 6, . If we write the semidefinite quadratic 
form II Y Iii as Zy,j=I %jYiyj 9 where ((Y#~) is symmetric, then 
l’Cs) = 2 i nijql,i(s) Qv.tCs) = 2 f: a~j4~.i(s)[sQ~.i(0) -- o(s)l 
a.j=l 1.1=1 (29) 
as s - 0, uniformly for y E A. Since u(y) E B”(g) C x, qv(s) E X for s E I. Hence 
I(s)jk(s) 3 6, for small s > 0, since k(s) -+ 0 as s - 0. It follows from the Corol- 
lary to Lemma 27 that ,I qr’(0),,,,, , I * 1 0 for each y E A. Since qY’(0) is continuous 
in y, inf,,, li q,‘(O)lli > 0. This with (29) implies that for sufficiently small 
E > 0, independent ofy E A, I’(s) > 0 and k(s) ,< S, on any interval 0 < s < s, 
in which I(s) < c. (Recall that in Lemma 15, l is chosen after 6, .) 
Now there is a first ss > 0 where I(s,) = E. As s increases beyond ss , Z(s) > E 
as long as K(s) < S, . While it might be that for some s in (so, I), K(s) > 6, and 
1(s) < f, it follows as in the proof of Lemma 15 that for any s > s,, , k(s) .z 6, 
implies I(s) :> c. Thus we conclude that qt(s) $ Cc when s > s0 , which proves 
Lemma 28. 
We are now ready for the final step. 
IJBIMA 29. G = B”(g) - C, is homeomorphic to P(g) - C, and hence is 
an (n - 1) cell, prorided < > 0 is suficiently small. 
Proof. We assume that E > 0 is small enough for Lemmas 25 and 28 to apply 
and that Cc misses u(A). Our idea is to map the intersection with B”(g) - C, 
of each straight arc from 0 to A onto the intersection with B”(g) - C, of the 
curved arc determined by the appropriate q,, . 
I,ct q: A + I be defined by q(y) E q;‘(BdC,), or equivalently by u(q(y)v) E 
BdC, . (The set q,;‘(BdC,) is singleton, by Lemma 28.) Now q .: sup,,, u5 -2 
inf,,, v$*, where oc, a,*: A -> I via 
U,(Y) L 1; 
if u(sy) E C, , 
if 4994C,, 
and 
is us*(Y) ‘= il if u(sy) 4 Cc if tl(sy) E C< 
Since each o5 is lower and each u,* upper scmicontinuous, 9 is both and hence 
is continuous. Similarly, we have a continuous map q: A -+ I such that q(y)y E 
BdC, . (Alternately, q(y) = Ii h-‘(y, I)11 where h: P(g) -- C, + -4 x I is the 
homeomorphism constructed in Lemmas 24 and 25.) Next let p: B”(g) - (0) --P A 
he radial projection and 7: P(g) + 1 take y to II y 111 p(y)“. Notice that p(.sy) .= 
p(p(y)) : p(y) for all y E B”(g) and s E I. 
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In accordance with our initial heuristics, we define k: B”(g) - C, --+ 
B”(g) - Cc by II = N 0 y, where y: B”(f) - C, -F Bn(f) - Cc via 
Y(Y) = 
1 - T(Y) 
- dfb’)) P(Y) -k 
T(Y) - 4b(YN 
1 - dP(YN 
1 _ q(po) P(Y) 
Since Y(Y) E q(h9) P(Y) * P(Y), MY)) E qpdddyN, 13 C B”(g) - Cc by the 
definition of q@(y)). ‘The continuity of q, ii, p, 7, and II implies that of y and h. 
Suppose A(y) :- A(y’) for some y, y’ E B”(y) - C, . Then y(y) = y(y’) and 
hence 0 * p(y) meets 0 x p(y’) - (0). So p(y) := p(y) and the definition of y 
tells us the (1 - ~(r))qb(y)> + +) - p@(y)> = (1 - T(Y’)MP(Y’)) + 4~‘) - 
cj(p(y’)), i.e., that (1 - qCp(y))) T(V) 7:: (1 - q(p(y))) I. Since BdC,misses A: 
q(p(y)) < 1 and thus T(Y) =- I. Rut y :: I p(y) =- T(y’) p(y’) = y’. 
Therefore, h is one to one. 
Now let y E B”(g) - C, . Choose z E A such that y E qL(I), say y 7.. q;(s). 
Since y $ C, , s >, q(z). Let 
l-s 
f = F-Q(z) q(z)z -.- s - 4(z) 1 - q(2) z* 
Then y E g(z)z x z C B”(g) - C, , p(y) - z, and 
Since 
1-S 
T(j) = 1 _ q(z) d”) + 
s - 4(4 
1 - Q(Z) . 
we see that 
1--l--s-w - s - 464 
q(u) - - y(Y) .-z 1 q(z) 1 44 
1 - 404 
4(z)z 
I-s s - 4(z) - - - ,- d4 q(z) 1 - - 464 1 _ q(z) 
1 - 4(z) 
z 
l - s - 1 - 4(z) (1 Q(z)) 
x- qw 1 - 4(z) 
s - q(2) (1 - q(z)) 
+ 1 - 4(z) 
1 - m 
z 
z 1 ‘--,;z) Q(Z)8 -(- *;+ 2 = ‘(; -q!$)) z = sz 
and hence h(y) =. u(y(y)) 7. U(SZ) = qz(s) 7.. y. So h is onto. 
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Since B”(E) - C, is compact, the continuous bijection h is the desired homeo- 
morphism. This completes the proof of Lemma 29, the last step in our proof of 
Theorem 1. 
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